TEACHING JOBS

Play hard-to-get

by John Trumbo

Staff Writer

In January, 1973, 50 school districts scheduled interviews here; at the same time this year only 10 were scheduled. A lack of state funds is the problem, yet enrollment in education at this college continues to increase by about 25 percent per year. Salaries for teachers have been keeping up with the cost of living, averaging a 5-10 percent increase each year. A new teacher in California can expect to earn around $9,500 a year, although salaries range from $6,000 to $12,000.

Rate of advancement in pay is not considered in these figures. Remote teaching districts used to give the most to get teachers, but left more opportunity for advancement; metropolitan districts offered lower salaries but left more opportunity for working up the scale.

Now, however, desert and remote mountain districts are eagerly sought by teachers, according to Dr. Philip McNally, coordinator of elementary education. The metropolitan areas are full of applicants and teacher candidates are being forced to look elsewhere, even out-of-state. Thirty-nine of the 505 teachers placed from this campus last year found jobs out-of-state and overseas.

Some California school districts are going out-of-state to interview teacher candidates. Those hired comprise less than one-fourth of the new teaching staff.

The Placement Office at this college took 4,234 confidential folders from job seekers during the 1969-70 school year. Potential school teachers provided nearly the 1089-70 school year. Potential teachers; only 506-11.0 candidates wanted to coordinate secondary classrooms. Cal State Ixmg Beach college numbers approximately 400 last year.

The motivating force behind the mass transit proposal is the contemporary interpreters of William Shakespeare will enact two of the old English playwright’s most memorable plays: “As You Like It” on Feb. 25th at 8 p.m. and “A Midsummer Night’s Dream,” Feb. 28th at 2 p.m. Admission is $1.50 for college students and $2.50 for all others. Both performances will be in the college Theater. The New Shakespeare Company, a non-profit corporation, has been presenting Shakespeare in San Francisco and the bay area for about five years and has received outstanding acclaim from many persons prominent in San Francisco life.

The New Shakespeare Company is presenting to the city council on Tuesday evening by Dr. Robert Kennedy, president of this college:

“I was in Washington D.C. on February 4. I visited the office of Urban Mass Transportation Administration—a part of the Department of Transportation.”

The appointment had been set up by California State Senator William W. Armentrout, coordinator of secondary education, who schedules better than his counterpart.

The federal government has funds available for establishing such a program in this city. The motivating force behind this mass transit proposal appears to be rooted in ecology. Dr. Kennedy explains. “The appointment had been set up by California State Senator William W. Armentrout, coordinator of secondary education, who schedules better than his counterpart.

The New Shakespeare Company, a non-profit corporation, has been presenting Shakespeare in San Francisco and the bay area for about five years and has received outstanding acclaim from many persons prominent in San Francisco life.

Mass transit in our city?

The feasibility of a mass transit system in San Luis Obispo will be presented to the city council on Tuesday evening by Dr. Robert Kennedy, president of this college.
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Mass transit in our city?
Editor

On Monday, Feb. 8, a letter entitled "Ronnie Reagan does not just act!" by Ron Millican appeared in the paper. Mr. Millican’s letter, I feel, is typical of many letters criticizing government for the problems without being aware of factors involved.

Mr. Millican and probably most of the people are unaware that California has the largest elementary and secondary school population of approximately 4,800,000 students. That is nearly one and a half times the same student population of New York State (the second largest) and almost twice that of Ohio (third largest).

In state supported institutions of higher education, the tuition and required fees (for resident students) varies from state to state. In the largest state systems, N.Y. charges $720-899 per year; Ohio, $350-500 per year; Texas, $600-500 per year; Penn., $500-750 per year; Mich., $800-1400 per student; Calif., $150-250 per student.

But in addition to this the junior college tuition and fees vary as follow: N.Y. $117-237 per semester; Ohio $350-550 per semester and Calif. has no required fees.

Education, it seems, costs money and money doesn’t grow on trees. It is desired to increase budgets for education, let increase the tuition.

Higher quality education comes out of the willingness to seek it and in the case of our society, to pay for it.

Richard Millican

Editor

Cyclist seeks forgiving nod for bad stunt

I want to thank you for driving defensively and alertly. I rashly pulled right in front of you on my motorcycle on campus Wednesday night. I was hurrying and didn’t have time to get a good look both ways before crossing the street. Please forgive me. I thank God for giving me my life.

Larry Paulus

Now in stock...

A GOOD SELECTION OF

- Children’s books
- Cook Books
- Paper Books

Come in and see them!

the EL CORRAL BOOKSTORE

The Lord’s mercies that we are not consumed, because his compassion fail not. They are new every morning: great is thy faithfulness.

I encourage all my fellow bicycle riders to ride safely, courteously, and defensively.

Larry Paulus

Paint & Wallpaper

Warner Paints

544-1688

978 Monterey

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC at WHOLESALE PRICES

TV-RADIO-STEREO-HI-FI-PARTS

picture tubes— television & radio tubes & parts phonograph needles— recording tape equipment leads— editor’s band equipment— antennas— microphones— changer parts— speakers— microphones— turntable parts— technical books

SONY TAPE RECORDERS, TV, RADIOS

MID STATE Electronic Supply Inc.

543-2770

1441 Monterey

San Luis Obispo

Foot fling

A special contemporary dance workshop will be presented for all interested persons Thursday, Feb. 18.

Sponsored by the Physical Education Major’s and Minor’s Organisation will be the Master Dance with the famous dancer Dana Madole.


PX-BX will be interviewing on campus today. For further information concerning PX-BX Systems, see Mustang Daily, Friday, Feb. 12, issue.

Sens. 32.9

Tri Gentle Stamps at

beauty's Salons all over town

Huge Selections Of

HUGE SELECTIONS OF

RETREAD TIRES

Bob’s Beacon

1756 Monterey 543-3458

Kleen Rite Cleaners

1115 Santa Rosa

(Corner of Higuera)
Colt cagers corral two

by Joan Corbett

In league action this weekend, the fresh basketball team tripped up visiting teams, UC Riverside, 98-70, and Cal Poly Pomona, 78-46. It was the Colt's second set of victories over the two.

In Friday night's game, UC Riverside, apparently seeking revenge for an earlier loss, held the Colts to a close first half. At the half time buzzer the Colts only led by 5 points, 41-36. The second period of play found the Riverside team rapidly falling behind and widening the winning margin for the Colts. With only two high scorers working in their favor, they failed to keep up with the Colts, who stepped up the action to the tune of another 67 points.

Horace Williams headed the scoring totals with 28 points, trailed by John Parker who knocked in 19 points as well as capturing 12 rebounds. Carl (Skip) Williams added 14 points. Saturday night the Colts once again assumed control of the game in the opening minutes. The sister school from Pomona was helpless under the awe inspiring performance of the Colts, who flew down the court with the ease and precision only a team on its way to a 17th victory could possess. Not since their encounter with Chapman College a few weeks ago, have the Colts turned in a more outstanding field goal percentage of 80 percent.

The skillful attacks of the fast breaking Colts spurred the faltering Pomona team on to a much improved second half. They managed to turn in 41 points, as compared to the 24 they submitted in the first half. Once again it was guard Horace Williams, who raced through the jungle of legs, tossing in 24 points and passing out 6 assists. Teammate John Parker also turned in a strong performance with 19 points and 19 rebounds.

Huge Selection Of
REBUILT BATTERIES
6v $6.95 12v $9.95
Bob's Beacon
1796 Monterey 843-9166

There's a great climate
at SDG&E
for engineering careers.

We're a growing company in a dynamic industry... and San Diego is one of the nation's most desirable areas to live and work. It's an unbeatable combination.

Solid career positions in engineering are available for recent graduates in Electrical, Mechanical and Civil Engineering. Excellent salary, fringe benefits and security.

Contact your student placement office for an interview:

February 16
Mustangs retain coast strength

Vaughn Hitchcock's wrestlers are now the champions of the state after sweeping Oregon State, Portland State and Cal Berkeley.

The Mustangs traveled to tackle San Francisco State at 1:30 p.m. and Stanford at 4 p.m. Hitchcock plans to use mostly his varsity wrestlers for both matches.

The two Oregon teams came into the weekend matches ranked in the top ten of the nation but left without a victory. Cal Berkeley dropped its match in the final seconds.

The Mustangs toppled Oregon State, 18-14, but the final outcome was not determined until the final bout was over.

Gary McBride (185) started the Mustangs off with a 15-2 decision to give them a quick lead. But the Beavers promptly won two decisions over Gary Greene (183) and Larry Morgan (134).

The Mustangs off with a 10-2 decision over Jim Hagen to give the Mustangs a narrow one-point lead. With the match riding on the final bout, the Green and Gold needed to have the edge with Tim Kopitar (173). His opponent, Ron Sather, could not match the strength of Kopitar.

The Mustangs outscored his opponent by more than 150 pounds and outmatched the Beavers, 6-2.

Portland State followed much the same path as Oregon State. They both came in highly ranked but left without victory.

McBride again started the Mustangs with a 15-2 romp over his opponent, Greene dropped a 7-3 decision to even up the match, but Morgan put the Mustangs temporarily ahead by smothering his opponent, 17-4.

Gardner lost his bout, 13-4, but Torres followed and blasted his opponent, 11-3. The Vikings Martin Grabo decided Cook, 11-4. At this point, the match was dead, 6-4.

The turning point came when Oakes decided the previously undefeated Junior Johnson. Johnson was ahead until the last minute when Oakes recorded a takedown. But the two finished 6-4, and Malolfi put the match out of reach for the Vikings by recording a 5-0 decision.

The featured heavyweight bout between Kopitar and Wayne Johnson was ahead until the last second. Oakes dominated the previously undefeated Junior Johnson. Johnson was ahead until the last minute when Oakes recorded a takedown. But the two finished 6-4, and Malolfi put the match out of reach for the Vikings by recording a 5-0 decision.
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The Mustangs were not to be denied after last year's loss to the Beavers in Oregon. Gary Vaughn Hitchcock's wrestler
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